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Abstract: The article explores tourism migration within a South African context,
focusing on migration and tourism circulation. Tourism and migration are interlinked with globalisation. Almost all countries have jumped on the tourism
bandwagon as a result of the positive economic impacts such as labour-intensive jobs,
balance of payments, attracter of foreign exchange and the taxation of non-residents.
Tourism has been adopted in the economic development policies and a separate
Ministry of Tourism has been created, because tourism required dedicated attention.
The literature review adds to the paucity of academic scrutiny of the link between
tourism and multiculturalism in South Africa. The in-depth literature review analyses
various sources of secondary data, to provide an authoritative understanding of the
literature and draw conclusions for the academic audience. The in-depth literature
review of secondary data which used the meta-analytical methodology to
investigate, and critically analyse the link between tourism and multiculturalism
within a Southern African context. The interpretation of the literature resulted in
the crafting of essential realities about the interface between tourism and
multiculturalism which has received scant academic analysis in South Africa.
Keywords: Robben Island, migration, domestic tourism, Cathcart, Goshen village,
Muslim tourism.

* * * * * *
INTRODUCTION
Unemployment, poverty and inequality are the stubborn challenges facing South
Africa. Creating labour-absorbing economic growth has been the major challenge facing
the post-apartheid state. Job shedding has been the perennial reality, which has created a
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poverty problem as a result of unemployment. The decline in mining’s share of GDP has
negatively affected the economic prospects of South Africa. The decline in mining
production has created widespread unemployment and it is accepted that when mining
sneezes, the South African economy catches a cold. Tourism mitigated the decline of
mining’s contribution to economic growth and jobs. After years of isolation, South Africa
has emerged as an attractive industry destination striving to position itself as a major player
in this high-growth, global industry that has been identified in a South African perspective
as a pro-poor empowerment asset of our young democracy’’ (Thornton, 2009: 9). Tourism
is internationally recognised as one of the world’s fastest-growing industries.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research method was a literature review. “Conducting a literature review is a
means of demonstrating an author’s knowledge about a particular field of study, including
vocabulary, theories, key variables and phenomena’’ Randolph (2009: 2). The literature
review depends on secondary data for analysis. Johnston (2014) noted that secondary data
analysis is analysis of data that was collected by someone else for another primary purpose.
DEVELOPMENTAL BENEFITS OF TOURISM
The growth of tourism has caught the attention of almost all countries, which
sought to benefit from the positive developmental impacts of tourism. According to the
World Tourism Organisation the number of travellers has increased from 25 million in
1950 to 806 million in 2005 (Carolin et al., 2015). Tourism, according to the World
Travel and Tourism Council, accounts for 9.3% of the GDP and 9.8% or approximately
1.5 million jobs in South Africa, and is expected to rise to about 2.5 million or 13.2% of
the total number of jobs in the country in 2027 (World Travel and Tourism Council,
2017). The sustained growth of tourism has made it an attractive sector to diversity
and catalyse national economies. Steyn and Spencer (2011) stated that tourism is the
world’s biggest industry, growing at compound rates of about 4% per annum. United
Nations World Tourism Organisation (2018) noted that international tourist arrivals
grew by a remarkable 7% in 2017 to reach 1,322 million, and it’s expected to continue
in 2018 at a rate between 4% -5%. The arrival of tourists at a destination area increases
business activity, and the consumption of goods and services.

Figure 1. How large is Tourism in South Africa
Source: Statistics South Africa (2018)
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Tourism is used as a form of economic diversification, from declining sectors such as
mining, manufacturing and agriculture. In South Africa, tourism is regarded as the “new
gold”. Apleni et al., (2017) noted that tourism in South Africa has grown to become a leading
sector that creates jobs in the country. South African tourism has grown in leaps and
bounds since 1994 when South Africa held its first democratic elections. Henama and Sifolo
(2017) noted that tourism had been identified as an engine for the South African economy.
Tourism’s annual growth rate has always surpassed the GDP growth of the South African
economy for the past 20 years. Tourism contributes 3% of the GDP in South Africa as noted
by Statistics South Africa (2018). Sifolo & Henama (2017) noted that governments can
increase tax coffers by taxing non-citizens. These taxes can be used to fund infrastructure,
as the fragile tax base of developing countries is increased. “Tourist development will bring
about improvements to the local infrastructure, services and facilities that will benefit both
residents and tourists. It may also stimulate the protection of local natural resources that
are often the attraction of the developing destination’’ (Wall & Mathieson, 2006: 84).
Tourism benefits the destination area, as the infrastructure that is created for
tourists, is also shared with the locals. The development of roads, airports and better
policing to cater for tourists, benefits the locals, which means that tourism improves the
Quality-of-Life of the community. “The tourism industry is supposed to increase the
standard of living of locals. Quality -of-Life of the host community must be improved by
tourism employment and supply chain opportunities that will ensure that the benefits are
retained in the local economy’’ (Henama & Sifolo, 2017a). The growth of middle-class
communities around the world means that tourism growth will be robust. The utilisation of
tourism has been adopted as a form of lifestyle in many developed nations, and increasingly
in developing nations. “Tourism has become part of a lifestyle’’ (Honkanen & Mustonen,
2007: 43). According to Blichfeldt (2007), a family’s annual vacation may also act as an
institution such as family, school and religion. The growth of international travel, has also
seen the growth of international citizenry, where people may have multiple homes as a
result of globalisation. Globalisation has benefited tourism consumption, located within the
dominant consumer culture. The increasing diversity of tourists has forced tourism
destinations to adapt. The growth of Chinese tourists and millennials present opportunities
for countries that actively adapt to cater for these markets. The inherent nature of service
transactions as well as the growing competitiveness of destinations and businesses in
particular, require foreign skills to be a necessity (Aitken & Hall, 2010). Multiculturalism
arises as a government’s philosophical and political response to civilization develops.
It promotes different cultures and a specific orientation toward a culturally different
population. This position advocates the inclusion of distinct cultural, ethnic and religious,
with equal status, rights and opportunities because every culture and race makes a
substantial contribution to its society. Henama and Sifolo (2017a) noted the growth of
tourism at a destination area may lead towards an inward migration of tourists and labour
to that local area. The inward migration of labour includes the unemployed and the skilled
who come into the destination area as expatriate staff. Henama and Sifolo (2017a: 56) noted
that “The tourism industry continues to follow a global trend of hiring foreign illegal
undocumented labour, in spite of the high levels of unemployment that exists in South
Africa.” The use of foreign labour limits the developmental benefits of tourism at a
destination area. Sifolo and Henama (2017) noted that tourism has the responsibility to
improve the standard of living and quality-of-life for the host community.
DOMESTIC TOURISM AND SECOND HOME OWNERSHIP
According to the Department of Tourism (2013: 8), “Research has shown that
domestic tourism tends to be the main sustainability factor for most successful
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destinations. Therefore, by 2020, the National Tourism Sector Strategy aims to increase
the domestic tourism GDP by 60% of tourism’s overall contribution to the GDP,
compared to the 2009 baseline of 52%. Domestic tourism remains the most robust form
of tourism for a destination, characterised by geographical spread when compared to
international tourism. According to Visser and Hoogendoorn (2015: 118), “During the
past ten years, it has become quite clear that, in the case of South Africa, second home
tourism is not exclusive to the White, the wealthy, the mobile and the educated. Because
of the social engineering policies of the apartheid regime, migration has stayed an
important part of everyday life for many poor or middle-income people.” “From 1948
onwards, Black South Africans were effectively stripped off of their citizenship making
them legally citizens of the ten ethnically-based and nominally self-governing Bantustans
or tribal homelands’’ Rogerson (2014: 23). The establishment of self-governing
Bantustans created the migrant labour system which institutionalised migration between
the Bantustans, as the centres of labour, and the urban centres of commerce, as places of
employment. Gauteng and the urban centres of Cape Town, the greater Durban and the
greater Port Elizabeth area have been the main centres of employment.
This has therefore meant that migrant labourers would have two homes, a home in
the urban centres of employment and a home in the Bantustans, which meant that the face
of Black tourism has been dominated by visiting friends and relatives. Rogerson (2017)
noted that Blacks are over-represented in the tourism market that is identified as, “Visiting
Friends and Relatives” (VFR). “Another aspect of Black domestic tourism was expanding
in the form of a little recognised or ‘hidden’ informal sector of travel. This informal
economy of domestic tourism was represented by movements out from the country’s urban
areas to rural ‘second homes’ which were situated in areas created as labour reservoirs
under South Africa’s political economy of cheap labour” Rogerson (2015: 124).
South Africa has experienced a migration of wealthy individuals as well as the
migration of the poor and job seekers to the Western Cape. Property24 (2017) noted the
Western Cape as the retirement mecca of South Africa. Heystek (2017) noted the average
house price in the Western Cape is now 40% more expensive than average prices in
Gauteng and other parts of the country. The migration of the relatively affluent individual
is called “lifestyle migration”. The Western Cape, which is the epicentre of the tourism
economy of South Africa, has seen the emergence of second homes and inward migration
where tourists acquire property in the Western Cape. This has increased the cost of
accommodation in the Western Cape, and, has led to gentrification challenges, where
locals are being priced out of the market. The gentrification of the Western Cape has seen
an inward migration of people from other countries that have increasingly changed the
demographic character of the Western Cape. This means over time, the Western Cape will
benefit from VFR inward migration, which may predominantly be White, considering that
the VFR market in South Africa presently is predominantly Black.
ROBBEN ISLAND AND MUSLIM RESISTANCE
The arrival of the Europeans that conquered South Africa has led to the arrival of
slaves from other parts of the world, and as a result led to the development of a resident
Muslim population. Blickford-Smith (2009) noted that in the 16th century, the Table Bay
area was a place of barter between the Peninsula’s Khoisan inhabitants and the crews of
ships between Europe and the East Indies. “To many travellers of the sea route to the East
Indies, Robben Island became a major source of fresh supplies in those early years’’
(Lubbe 1987: 50). The decision of the Dutch East Indian Company (DEIC) in 1652 to
establish a refreshment station was the means to an end to achieve colonialism in the
southern part of Africa. The establishment of the refreshment station has also been
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associated with the establishment of Robben Island as a place of incarceration. The
Dutch exiled leaders from East Asia, which included Java. According to Lubbe (1987),
several Muslim noblemen were exiled to Robben Island. These included Doumano of
Termano (1738), Daing Mangeman (1749), and Sheik Madura (1742). Lubbe (1987)
noted that a shrine (or karamat) has been erected on Robben Island in honour of
Sheikh Madura as a silent reminder of his fierce opposition to Dutch colonialism.
According to Blickford-Smith (2009), British took control over the Cape from the
Dutch which led to the freeing of slaves in the 1830s. The Bo-Kaap area in Cape Town,
with its colourful buildings, became the residential area of the freed slaves of which the
majority were Muslim. “Despite landing at the Cape from Africa, India, Sri Lanka,
Malaysia and elsewhere in Asia, the people of this community became known as ‘Cape
Malays’ and the area, the ‘Malay Quarter’ Cape Town. (2017: 1). Today, the Bo-Kaap
Museum showcases the local Islamic culture and heritage as well as the history of the
freed slaves. The arrival of Muslims in the Cape was imperative for the development of a
resident Muslim population in South Africa. According to Zamani-Farahani and Eid
(2015), the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) which was established in 1969 and
which represents the majority of Muslim States, is the second largest intergovernmental
organisation after the United Nations. In research conducted by MasterCardCrescentRanking (2016), South Africa is the fourth most popular non-OIC destination for
Muslims in the MasterCard-CrescentRating Global Muslim Travel Index (GMTI).
Hamza et al., (2012) noted that Muslim tourism is tourism that is mainly targeting
people with Islamic beliefs. “Halal tourism refers to the provision of a tourism product
and service that meets the needs of Muslim travellers to facilitate worship and dietary
requirements that conform to Islamic teachings” (Alkhulayfi et al., 2015: 10). As a
consequence of the arrival of Muslims in the Cape Peninsula, they went about building
places of prayer and worship. According to Peterson (2017), the Masjidul -Jamiah in
Kalk Bay was established in 1898 and is a hundred-year-old heritage site. South
African Tourism (2017) noted that the most visited kramat is that of Sheikh Yusuf of
Mcassar, the first Muslim to read from the Holy Koran in South Africa and who is
regarded as the father of local Islam. “Robben Island is currently South Africa’s most
famous cultural tourism attraction, located in a 30 minute ferry trip from the coast of
Cape Town, South Africa. In 1999, Robben Island was declared one of South Africa’s
first three World Heritage sites’’ (Shackley, 2001: 356). Today, Robben Island is
associated with full blown mass tourism, as it is one of the major tourism destinations
in South Africa. The critical number of Muslims has meant that South African cities
have become attracted to increase their share of the growing Muslim travel market.
News24 (2014) noted that statistics reveal that Cape Town is seen as an ideal holiday
destination for Muslim tourists because of the Muslim history of Cape Town.
According to Zamani-Farahani and Eid (2015: 10), “Following the 11th of September
2001, Muslims preferred to travel to and within destinations deemed friendlier. On the
other hand, some Muslim countries have also benefited from in-tourism.’’ Haines
(2017:3) noted that ‘’after 9/11, the US Congress passed the USA Patriot Act, which
amended US immigration laws and impacted the passage of travellers by introducing inperson interviews for visa applications and biometric procedures (fingerprints and
photos) at borders. This had a huge impact on America’s tourism industry. The election of
Donald Trump as the President of the United States of America, is following September
11, the second most significant impactor on Muslim tourism. In January 2017, Mr Trump
signed an execution order that restricted immigration from the following Muslim majority
countries: Iran, Iraq, Sudan, Syria, Libya, Somalia and Yemen. The decree was not a
surprise as Mr Trump has been vocal during his campaign to assume office that this
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would be one of the first things he will do when he moves into the Oval Office at the White
House. According to The Economist (2017), the decree could have the impact of putting
off global travellers from visiting the USA. Haines (2017) noted that the travel ban was
unprecedented; history was hinting that it could have far-reaching implications for
tourism in the US. “Trump has presented his decree as a way to protect the United States
from Islamist militants, but it has been condemned by a growing list of foreign leaders
and draws protests from thousands in American cities’’ Reuters (2017: 2).
The USA is a major tourist destination, in the bigger scheme of things; a decline
in the desire to travel to the USA would benefit other international destinations. On the
flipside, the travel ban could also limit USA outbound tourism, which would be
devastating for the world tourism economy. The USA has one of the major outbound
tourism markets in the world. The closure of American airspace immediately after the
September 11 terrorist attack, not only had a negative impact on the global tourism
trade, as America is a major and profitable aviation route for many airlines, but also
robbed the world of American tourism expenditure. As noted by Reuters (2017), Asian
countries that are majority Muslim territories such as Malaysia, have taken advantage
of the Trump travel ban, by focusing on Muslim tourism. South Africa must also take
advantage of its Muslim accessibility, and actively pursue the Halal tourism market to
diversify the tourism market segments of South Africa as a destination. Muslim tourism
is expected to grow and South Africa must exploit the growth of this sector. This implies
that there must be constant engagement with the private sector to ensure that it caters
for Muslim tourists whose needs and preferences may be different.
SCHOENSTATT “MOTHER SHRINE OF AFRICA’’ CATHCART
Cathcart is a peri-rural town located along the N6 highway, 50 kilometres from
Queenstown, in the Eastern Cape. It was a small military post established during the Frontier
War, between the Xhosa native population and the British, the colonial power. The area was
originally occupied by the San and the Xhosas. According to South African History Online
(2017), the area was called Windvogelberg, after a San chief. The mountains around Cathcart
are called the Windvogelberg Mountains. In 1877, AmaNgqika led a rebellion against the
British, the colonial power governing the Cape Colony (South African History Online, 2017).
German missionaries arrived in the Cathcart area, and spread the Christian faith amongst
the native population. According to Frisk (2000), Kentenich sought to spread the
Schoenstatt faith by sending nuns to South Africa, Uruguay, Argentina, Brazil and Chile in
the 1930s. The nuns were expected to build replicas of the Schoenstatt shrine in Germany.
Schoenstatt (2017) noted that the Cathcart shrine was the first Schoenstatt shrine built
in Africa in 1949 and it is called the “Mother Shrine of Africa’’. It is a direct replica of the
Vallender shrine (Urheiligtum) near Koblenz in the Rhine province. There are only nine of
their kind in South Africa. The Schoenstatt shrines remain sites of pilgrimage, where
pilgrims receive the three graces of feeling at home, of being spiritually transformed and of
apostolic zeal. Astell and Peters (2014) affirm that Schoenstatt is a movement that was
founded and established by Joseph Kentenich in Germany in 1914 with the outbreak of
World War I. The arrival of German missionaries in Cathcart, led to the development of a
Schoenstatt shrine, and today there are nine in South Africa. The legacy of the San is
reflected in Bushmen paintings in several caves around the village of Goshen, outside
Cathcart. The Frontier War between the Xhosa and the English led to the dispossession of
land by the Xhosas, which is reflected in today’s reality where land ownership in South Africa
remains skewed. The shrine is an opportunity to create religious pilgrimages that can drive
tourism consumption in the Cathcart area. This can be an opportunity to attract German
tourists to the Cathcart area, considering that Germany is one of the top three inbound
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international source markets for South Africa. Social media in addition to traditional
marketing platforms can be used to market the religious and pilgrimage experience that is
“off-the-beaten track’’. Marketing outlays must be sustained to ensure tourism consumption
demand, increases the introduction of “new money’’ as tourists spend money in the local
economy of Cathcart. There is ample opportunity to use religious and pilgrimage tourism
associated with Schoenstatt shrine, as an economic growth point for the local economy.
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Multiculturalism is a character of South Africa’s society, which should be used as a
means for tourism consumption. The South African tourism product is dominated by the
game and bush experience. There is increasing interest in heritage tourism consumption,
which South Africa has yet to capitalise on, especially in the historical townships, which
were the centres of resistance against apartheid. This is an opportunity not exploited, to use
heritage as a growth point, in these economically deprived areas. “Throughout the world,
museums, art galleries, heritage sites, historical landmarks, archaeological sites and
festivals have become major tourist attractions. Rather than just being peripheral or
secondary attractions, arts and heritage are increasingly becoming major catalysts in the
whole travelling experience’’ (Phaswana-Mafuya & Haydam, 2005: 151). The visa regiment
of a country has emerged as the most important determinant of the rate of international
tourism to a destination. In the competitiveness of destinations, South Africa is further
challenged by low levels of personal safety and security. Domestic tourism remains the
bedrock of the tourism industry in South Africa, and it remains a function of the economic
conditions of the country. According to Henama and Sifolo (2015), the tourism industry
has benefited from an increase in Black South African tourists. The face of domestic
tourism remains dominated by the White cohort of South Africans in terms of tourism
consumption. The growth of tourism in South Africa will continue its upward trajectory as
the state under President Cyril Ramaphosa has indicated that it will unlock the red tape
impacting on tourism growth. South Africa must establish a Tourism Red Tape Initiative
(TRTI), which would identify bottlenecks that limit tourism growth. The developmental
benefits of tourism will increase, with the increase of tourist arrivals in South Africa.
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